FISION FIBER-TO-THE-HOME SOLUTION.
Speeds up to 1 GIGABIT (1,000 Mbps)

AVERAGE CONNECTION SPEEDS

Average connection speed across U.S.

With Fision Fiber speeds...

1 Gbps
150x FASTER
speeds than most Americans have today

DOWNLOAD SPEEDS

Downloading an HD Movie

OTHER GUYS
FISION GIGABIT

20 MINS
8 SECS

Downloading an HD movie at Gigabit speed takes approximately 8 seconds as opposed to over 20 minutes at 7 Mbps

FIBER OPTICS
is the only
FUTURE PROOF TECHNOLOGY
that will allow for the future applications of HD and 3D streaming video, increased online video consumption, tele-health and other bandwidth rich applications.

WORK FROM HOME

Fiber Optics allows for BUSINESS GRADE CONNECTIONS enabling work from home with efficiency.

17 % of those who have FTTH either work from home more or more have home-based businesses.

WORTH OF HOME

On the basis of surveying home buyers and developers...

FTTH adds $7,000 TO THE PRICE OF A HOME.

FTTH $8,000
Cable $6,500
Dial-up $3,000

FTTH IS GREENER

We can all reap environmental benefits from FTTH.

FTTH USES
50% LESS ELECTRICITY

Compared to a traditional Copper Network with the same amount of subscribers.

Gigabit Internet service is for residential use only. Speeds measured above 800 Mbps classified as Gigabit. Requires computer and router capable of achieving Gigabit speeds. Speeds may vary due to a variety of factors. Not available in all areas. Other restrictions may apply. Prepared May 2013. © 2013 Hotwire Communications, LLC. 07082013